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Main Points

 Illustrate ways in which complexity is an aspect 

of cultural heritage.

 Link cultural heritage to innovation and 

complexity.

 Show how complexity in cultural knowledge 

contributes to social and political conflict.



Cultural Heritage

The quantity and variety of 

cultural heritage varies with 

the complexity of the 

society. More complex 

societies produce more 

artifacts, structures, and 

intangibles such as myths 

and oral traditions.



Cultural Heritage

 Tangible cultural heritage 

disproportionately reflects such 

things as elite classes and state 

actions. 

 The cultural heritage produced 

by the lowest stratum of 

society is often invisible 

archaeologically.

 For many peasants, the major 

archaeological record they can 

produce is their own corpse.

 The cultural heritage of such 

people is often intangible.
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 Complexity does not emerge whimsically, but 

according to reasons that are rational and 

comprehensible.

 Complexity has costs and consequences, and 

these influence how societies evolve.
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Innovation and Complexity

 Technologies and other cultural elements do get 

retired, but innovation overall increases the 

complexity of human cultures, especially in the 

modern era. We keep adding more parts, 

processes, and types of information.

 Therefore complexity is an outcome of 

innovation, and a topic we must address.



Our Biases

 Since we live in a period of institutionalized 

innovation, we assume unconsciously that high-

frequency innovation is normal.

 We assume unconsciously that complexity is 

desirable and intentional.

 We have developed ideologies to legitimize our 

current way of life, exemplified in terms like 

“progress” and “opportunity.”
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Main Points
1. Complexity is rare in human societies, and high 

complexity is recent.

2. Human history has not been characterized by 

high rates of cultural innovation.

3. Cultural innovation, like other forms of 

production, grows complex and costly and 

reaches diminishing returns.
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Evolution of Social Complexity

 The evolution of social complexity concerns the 

change from societies that were small with few 

distinctions other than those based in biology: 

age and sex to societies that are large, 

differentiated, and highly integrated.

 Hunter-gatherer societies have only a few dozen 

distinct social personalities while modern 

censuses recognize 10,000 to 20,000 distinct 

occupations.



Evolution of Social Complexity

 The evolution of social complexity concerns the 

change from societies that were small with few 

distinctions other than those based in biology: 

age and sex to societies that are large, 

differentiated, and highly integrated.

 Hunter-gatherer societies have only a few dozen 

distinct social personalities while modern 

censuses recognize 10,000 to 20,000 distinct 

occupations.



Evolution of Social Complexity

 Diversification and specialization in structure and 

function/behavior.

 Increasing integration and control of behavior.



The Irony of Complexity

 Complexity simplifies.

 Elaboration of 

structure and control 

simplifies and 

channels human 

behavior.



Common Misconceptions

About Human Complexity

 Complexity evolves 

simply because people 

invent things.

 Complex society (i.e., 

“civilization”) is an 

accomplishment—the 

accumulation of many 

things that over millennia 

our ancestors invented.



Complexity Costs

 Every increase in complexity carries a metabolic cost.

 In human systems, metabolic costs are often translated to 

accounting systems such as time, money, taxes, 

annoyance, etc.

 Before the development of fossil fuels, increasing the 

complexity of a society meant that people worked harder.



Why Does Complexity Grow?

 Complexity grows because it 

has great utility in solving 

problems.

 Problems are often solved 

by developing more 

complex technologies, 

adding new positions and 

social roles, or conducting 

new kinds of activities.



Complexity Solves Problems

 Problem: Terrorism. 

Solution: Establish new government agencies, 
reorganize others, monitor activities, increase 
control over behavior at vulnerable places (e.g., 
airports). (I.e., differentiate structure and 
increase organization.)

 Problem: Vehicle fuel consumption, pollution.

Solution: Develop automobiles that have two 
means of propulsion rather than one.



Economics of Complexity

 What are the economics of social or institutional 

complexity?

 Complexity has benefits.

 Higher complexity costs.

 Changing complexity changes the benefit/cost ratio 

of complexity.



Economics of Complexity

 What are the economics of social or institutional 

complexity?

 Complexity has benefits.

 Higher complexity costs.

 Changing complexity changes the benefit/cost ratio 

of complexity.

 Changes in the benefit/cost ratio of complexity 

can mean different futures for societies.



Vulnerability to Collapse

 A prolonged period of diminishing returns to 

complexity in problem solving makes a society 

increasingly vulnerable to collapse.

 Fiscal weakness makes the society vulnerable to problems 

that it can no longer afford to solve.

 The population becomes disaffected as complexity and costs 

increase, but problem solving becomes ineffective.



History Not Characterized by

High Rates of Innovation



Innovation Frequency

 Human ancestors: 4 

million years.

 Periods of hundreds of 

thousands of years of 

little technological 

change.

 Homo sapiens: 200,000 

years.

 Periods of tens of 

thousands of years of 

little technological 

change.



Recent History

Periods of hundreds to 

thousands of years with 

little change in many 

areas of life.



Why?
 90% of subsistence economies involved production 

of energy, mainly agriculture. There was little wealth 

to support innovators, or for education.

 Land transport costs high.

 Peasants had little money to buy manufactured items.

 Exception: Salient innovations in the military sphere.

 Innovation increases complexity. People had found 

ways of life that worked.

 Under conditions of low population and much land, 

there was little need to innovate. Ancient states 

encouraged cultivation and population growth.



High-Frequency Innovation Recent
(chart by Roger Fouquet)



Implications

 Innovations increase complexity.

 When complexity relies on solar energy and 

human labor, the cost of complexity inhibits

innovation.

 The fact that we have institutionalized 

innovation today indicates that there has been a 

fundamental change in the historical context of 

cultural innovation.



Conclusions

1. High-frequency innovation in cultural 

heritage is not an innate characteristic of 

human societies.

2. Such an unusual characteristic can exist 

only in today’s historical circumstances 

of abundant energy, wealth, and 

disposable income.



The Energy-Complexity Spiral

 Inexpensive energy 

(rare in human history) 

stimulates growth in 

complexity.

 Growing complexity 

requires more energy.

 Inevitable problem 

solving causes 

complexity and energy 

consumption to grow.



Evolution of Innovation

 From lone-wolf genius…

 to complex, 

interdisciplinary teams. 

(Google search on 

“research team” returned 

>61,000 images.)



Issues in Innovation

 Backyard tinkerers…

 or highly complex, joint 

enterprise?



Productivity of Innovation Declining
(Strumsky, Lobo, and Tainter 2010)
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Diminishing Returns to Innovation:

One Example

“[S]ince 9/11, a near-doubling of the Pentagon’s modernization 

accounts – more than $700 billion over 10 years in new spending 

on procurement, research and development – has resulted in 

relatively modest gains in actual military capability….[M]ore and 

more money is consumed by fewer and fewer platforms that 

take longer and longer to build.”

Sec. of Defense Robert Gates

24 May 2011
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The Future of Innovation

“In…science we are involved in a technological arms 

race: with every ‘victory over nature’ the difficulty of 

achieving the breakthroughs that lie ahead is 

increased.”

–Nicholas Rescher (1980)

“It is clear that [science] cannot go up another two orders 

of magnitude as [it has] climbed the last 

five….Scientific doomsday is therefore less than a 

century away.”

–Derek de Solla Price (1963)
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Implications

 We have plucked much of the low-lying fruit in the area 
of knowledge production. Fundamental discoveries like 
electricity and penicillin no longer wait to be made.

 As research problems grow increasingly intractable, the 
complexity of the research enterprise increases, leading 
to diminishing returns to research investments.

 We have the impression of continued progress because 
the scale of the research enterprise has grown so 
large—and it has been proposed to grow larger still.

 This increase in scale has led to an incalculable increase 
in cultural information, much of it electronic.
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Effects of Scale Change

 Complexity consists of differentiation (more 

kinds of parts) and integration to organize parts 

into a system.

 Today cultural differentiation exists especially on 

the internet. People find information that 

reinforces their prejudices. Organization has not 

emerged to balance this differentiation.

 This reinforces cultural differentiation, 

exaggerating problems of political and cultural 

conflict.
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Lessons 2

 To understand how cultural heritage evolves, we 

need to understand innovation and complexity. 

This applies to both tangible and intangible 

cultural heritage.

 Complexity increases through innovation, but 

not only because of ingenuity. Complexity costs, 

and ingenuity matters most when there is 

compelling need or perceived benefit.
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 Cultural heritage is produced in large volumes 

only in circumstances of abundant energy, 

wealth, and disposable income. These 

circumstances have occurred only in the past 

two centuries.



Lessons 4

 Cultural heritage is produced in large volumes 

only in circumstances of abundant energy, 

wealth, and disposable income. These 

circumstances have occurred only in the past 

two centuries.

 Knowledge production, including intangible 

cultural heritage, grows complex and costly and 

produces diminishing returns.



Lessons 5

 Cultural information proliferates today, but 

organization has not emerged to balance 

differentiation. This contributes to social, 

cultural, and political fragmentation.


